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Alex Kidd in Miracle World DX

Destroy the evil Janken the Great and rescue the people of Radaxian once and for all! The world
needs a hero - what are you waiting for? Relive legendary rock, paper scissors battles with Boss
Rush Mode! Get ready for none-stop boss action in Boss Rush mode! Take on the legendary
Gooseka, Chokkina, Parplin and Janken the Great, in a nonstop boss fight! Transport straight into
the classic with Retro Mode! Jump straight back into 8-bit nostalgia with Retro Mode. At any
point during game play switch between the enhanced graphics and a recreation of the original art
style!

Rating: E for Everyone
Game Mode: 1 Player
Edition: Digital Copy

Astro’s Playroom

Take control of ASTRO and feel the world through your DualSense™ Wireless Controller: every
step you take, every jump you make, and every enemy you defeat are felt in a whole new way
thanks to the immersive haptic feedback technology. On your way, use new power ups that show
the potential of the dynamic adaptive triggers, motion sensor, touchpad and integrated speaker
working together to deliver a totally new gameplay experience. Take time to enjoy the many
hidden references to PlayStation® history and collect timeless artifacts to display in your
beloved PlayStation Labo!

Rating: E10+ for Everyone 10+
Game Mode: 1 Player
Edition: Digital Copy
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Balan Wonderworld

Welcome to a wondrous all-action show, the likes of which has never been seen before! Balan
Wonderworld is a wondrous action platformer game themed around the Balan Theatre. Led by
the enigmatic maestro named Balan, the stars of the show Emma and Leo will use special
abilities from a multitude of characterful costumes as they adventure in the bizarre and imaginary
land of Wonderworld. Here memories and vistas from the real world mix with the things that
people hold dear. Twelve different tales await our stars in the Wonderworld, each with their own
unique quirks. They will explore all corners of these labyrinthine stages, filled with a myriad of
tricks and traps, to get to the heart of each story.

Rating: E10+ for Everyone 10+
Game Mode: 1-2 Players
Edition: Digital Copy

Bugsnax

Bugsnax takes you on a whimsical adventure to Snaktooth Island, home of the legendary
half-bug half-snack creatures, Bugsnax. Invited by intrepid explorer Elizabert Megafig, you
arrive to discover your host nowhere to be found, her camp in shambles, and her followers
scattered across the island alone... and hungry! It's up to you to solve the mysteries of Snaktooth
Island: What happened to Lizbert? What are Bugsnax and where do they come from? But most
of all, why do they taste SO GOOD?

Rating: E10+ for Everyone 10+
Game Mode: 1 Player
Edition: Digital Copy

Crash Bandicoot 4: It’s About Time

Neo Cortex and N. Tropy are back at it again and launching an all-out assault on not just this
universe, but the entire multiverse! Crash and Coco are here to save the day by reuniting the four
Quantum Masks and bending the rules of reality. New abilities? Check. More playable
characters? Yep. Alternate dimensions? Obviously. Ridonkulous bosses? For sure. Same
awesome sauce? You bet your sweet jorts. Wait, are they actually jorts? Not in this universe!

Rating: E10+ for Everyone 10+
Game Mode: 1-4 Players
Edition: Digital Copy
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Crazy Chicken Remake

It's hunting season! Find the crazy chickens in the Scottish Highlands: Load your gun, take aim
and be quick on the trigger to gun down all the birds as they fly by. The harder they are to hit, the
more points you get for a shot. The remake of the cult hit. Rip-roaring shooting fun with the
craziest and most infamous chicken in the world!

Rating: E10+ for Everyone 10+
Game Mode: 1-4 Players
Edition: Digital Copy

Gran Turismo 7

Whether you’re a competitive or casual racer, collector, tuner, livery designer or photographer -
find your line with a staggering collection of game modes including fan-favorites like GT
Campaign, Arcade and Driving School. With the reintroduction of the legendary GT Simulation
Mode, buy, tune and race your way through a rewarding solo campaign as you unlock new cars
and challenges. And if you love going head-to-head with others, hone your skills and compete in
the GT Sport Mode. With over 420 cars available at Brand Central and the Used Car Dealership
from day one, Gran Turismo 7 recreates the look and feel of classic motors and bleeding-edge
supercars alike in unparalleled detail. Each car handles differently and feels unique as you
navigate over 90 track routes in dynamic weather conditions, including classic courses from GT
history.

Rating: E for Everyone
Game Mode: 1-2 Players
Edition: Physical Copy

Hot Wheels: Unleashed

Collect the best vehicles in the Hot Wheels universe, build spectacular tracks and dive into
breathtaking races. Race side by side with your friends in split screen mode for 2 players or
unleash your creativity with the most exciting track editor ever!

Rating: E for Everyone
Game Mode: 1-2 Players
Edition: Digital Copy
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Just Dance 2021

Just Dance 2021 is the ultimate dance game, with 40 hot new tracks from chart-topping hits like
“Don't Start Now” by Dua Lipa, “Feel Special” by TWICE, and “Señorita” by Shawn Mendes &
Camila Cabello. Start a dance party your friends and family can enjoy!

Rating: E for Everyone
Game Mode: 1-6 Players
Edition: Physical Copy

Lost in Random

Play the odds in Lost in Random™, a gothic fairytale-inspired action adventure where every
citizen’s fate is determined by the roll of a dice. Walk Random’s mysterious cobbled streets, meet
its unpredictable residents, and take on courageous quests. Engage in fearsome battles with a
unique blend of tactical combat, card collection, and explosive dice gameplay. It’s time to adapt
or perish, as you battle inside giant board game arenas that change with every dice throw! Learn
how to tip the odds in your favor, and dive into a dark wonderland where only the brave survive.

Rating: E10+ for Everyone 10+
Game Mode: 1 Player
Edition: Digital Copy
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NBA 2K21

With extensive improvements upon its best-in-class graphics and gameplay, competitive and
community online features, and deep, varied game modes, NBA 2K21 offers one-of-a-kind
immersion into all facets of NBA basketball and culture - where Everything is Game.

Rating: E for Everyone
Game Mode: 1-4 Players
Edition: Physical Copy

NHL 23

EA Sports NHL 23 gets the best players in the world on one lineup with the introduction of
mixed women’s and men’s teams in Hockey Ultimate Team. Deeper player pools, shorter queue
times and more teams for your squad to square up against are now available in World of Chel
with the arrival of cross-platform matchmaking for players on the same console generation. With
500 new Last Chance Puck Movement animations, you can now control how a play unfolds after
any level of contact is taken from performing passes out of stumbles to desperation shots from
the ice. Plus, overhauled strategy systems allow you to easily gameplan and finetune your
playmaking skills.

Rating: E10+ for Everyone 10+
Game Mode: 1-4 Players
Edition: Physical Copy
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PGA Tour 2K23

Take your skills on the PGA TOUR and become the next FedExCup Champion as you compete
against TOUR pros and establish new rivalries. For the first time, play as male and female pros
including Tiger Woods, in online and local play. Also features licensed courses such as East Lake
Golf Club, TPC Sawgrass, TPC Scottsdale, and more. Create your own dream course with the
Course Designer, which features thousands of customizable objects and cross-platform sharing.
Introducing Topgolf with competitive 1-4 player local and online play, bringing the range’s
excitement and fun to both casual and seasoned players. Level up your MyPLAYER with new
Skills and Archetypes and bring the swag to the green with new licensed gear and apparel. Plus,
run your own online societies to manage tournaments and seasons or test your skills against your
friends in Divot Derby and Casual mode.

Rating: E for Everyone
Game Mode: 1-4 Players
Edition: Physical Copy

Rabisco+

The moon has become sad because her stars are lost, and now the sky is dark and empty. Help
Ms. Rabisco to recover the moon's lost stars and bring back the light to this cute but dangerous
world. Immerse yourself in an adorable art style inspired by crayons, radiant colors, and
hand-drawn lines. The Bossa Nova-inspired soundtrack complements the aesthetic to create a
relaxing atmosphere. Rabisco offers hardcore difficulty with 20+ types of enemies and numerous
interactive objects, including a speed run mode.

Rating: E for Everyone
Game Mode: 1 Player
Edition: Digital Copy
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Sackboy: A Big Adventure

Face thrilling, unpredictable challenges as you explore distinctive hand-crafted lands through
deeply immersive and expressive controls. Go solo in an epic race against time stuffed with
danger and peril — or create teams of two to four adventurers for fun-packed party play as you
work together to overcome nefarious tasks however you can imagine. Can you save Craftworld
from the dastardly Vex and his nightmarish Topsy Turver device... and become the Knitted
Knight of legend?

Rating: E for Everyone
Game Mode: 1-4 Players
Edition: Digital Copy

Scrap Garden

Scrap Garden is an adorable family-friendly puzzle platformer. It tells a thrilling story of Canny,
a lonely robot, who awakens in a post-robocalyptic world to find all the other robots shut down
and seized up. In a moment our Canny is ready for the adventure to find some answers.

Rating: E for Everyone
Game Mode: 1 Player
Edition: Digital Copy

Spider-Man: Miles Morales

In the latest adventure in the Marvel’s Spider-Man universe, teenager Miles Morales is adjusting
to his new home while following in the footsteps of his mentor, Peter Parker, as a new
Spider-Man. But when a fierce power struggle threatens to destroy his new home, the aspiring
hero realizes that with great power, there must also come great responsibility. To save all of
Marvel’s New York, Miles must take up the mantle of Spider-Man and own it.

Rating: T for Teen
Game Mode: 1 Player
Edition: Digital Copy
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Spirit of the North: Enhanced Edition

Spirit of the North: Enhanced Edition is a single-player 3rd-person adventure game inspired by
the breathtaking and mysterious landscapes of Iceland. The story takes root from various pieces
of Nordic folklore. Play as an ordinary fox whose story becomes entwined with The Guardian of
the Northern Lights, a magical spirit fox. As you journey over the mountains and under
red-stained skies, you’ll discover more about your companion and a land left in ruin. Uniquely
designed to purposefully have no dialogue or narration. Players must breathe in their
surroundings to solve various puzzles and speculate the meaning of a lost ancient civilization.

Rating: E for Everyone
Game Mode: 1 Player
Edition: Digital Copy

Subnautica

After crash landing in your Life Pod, the clock is ticking to find water, food, and to develop the
equipment you need to explore. Collect resources from the ocean around you. Craft knives,
lights, diving gear, and personal water craft. Venture deeper and further form to find rarer
resources, allowing you to craft more advanced items. Build bases on the sea floor. Choose
layouts and components, and manage hull-integrity as depth and pressure increase. Use your
base to store resources, park vehicles, and replenish oxygen supplies as you explore the vast
ocean.

Rating: E10+ for Everyone 10+
Game Mode: 1 Player
Edition: Digital Copy

Super Monkey Ball: Banana Mania

Roll through wondrous worlds with AiAi and friends as you race to stop monkey mad scientist
Dr. Bad-Boon from blowing up Jungle Island! Join the all-star monkey team of AiAi, MeeMee,
GonGon, Baby, YanYan and Doctor as you bounce, tilt, and roll your way across hundreds of
delightfully crafted levels and mazes. It’s monkey business for the gang as you take down Dr.
Bad-Boon and steal back your beloved bananas!

Rating: E10+ for Everyone 10+
Game Mode: 1-4 Players
Edition: Digital Copy
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Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 1 + 2

Drop back in with the most iconic skateboarding games ever made. Play Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater
& Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 2 in one epic collection, rebuilt from the ground up in incredible HD.
All the pro skaters, levels and tricks are back and fully-remastered, plus more.

Rating: T for Teen
Game Mode: 1-2 Players
Edition: Digital Copy

Trails and Traces: The Tomb of Thomas Tew

In 1695, Tew and his fellow pirates pursued a Mughal ship. His ship, The Amity, attacked the
ship, the Fateh Muhammed. Tew was disemboweled by a cannon shot, and died instantly. Or did
he? Present day. Detective James Labbett takes a missing persons case, which unexpectedly
leads to an adventure of discovering the truth of what happened to the pirate Thomas Tew, but he
isn't the only one who has an interest... Use your sleuthing skill and any means necessary to
uncover information.

Rating: T for Teen
Game Mode: 1 Player
Edition: Digital Copy

Twin Robots: Ultimate Edition

Watt and Volt are two twin robots, who have been forgotten by time and abandoned in an old
robot factory. Marked as defective by mistake, if they wish to prove themselves as deserving a
place in today’s world, they must pass a series of grueling tests. Watt and Volt will have their
work cut out for them, but the good news is you might not have to go it alone as although both
robots can be controlled at any moment due to swapping between them, co-op is fully supported,
so as long as you have a friend to control the other robot, the only thing you’ll need to focus on,
is what your own robot is doing. Only you can help the Twin Robots pass their tests and escape
the old factory in one piece!

Rating: E for Everyone
Game Mode: 1-2 Players
Edition: Digital Copy

Information taken from store.playstation.com, 2023.


